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Recent Progress on the Black Hole Information
Paradox∗
Computation of the Page Curve
Raghu Mahajan

We give a brief overview of the black hole information problem and describe qualitatively the recent research that shows
that the von Neumann entropy of Hawking radiation follows
the Page curve, and hence is consistent with unitary, informationpreserving time evolution.

1. Classical Black Holes
Maxwell’s electrodynamics and Einstein’s general relativity form
the bedrock of modern classical physics [1]. Here the adjective
classical is used as a counterpoint to quantum, we will eventually
discuss quantum theories too. Classical general relativity modifies Newton’s theory of gravitation, and is experimentally extremely well tested [2]. Black holes are a bizarre but robust prediction of general relativity. Very recent experiments have confirmed the existence of black holes both via the direct imaging of
the black hole at the center of the M87 galaxy [3], and the indirect observation of gravitational waves that are emitted when two
black holes collide and merge [4].
Black holes are erstwhile stars that exhausted their nuclear fuel
and had no other sources of outward pressure to prevent the attractive force of gravity from shrinking the material of the star to
“nothing” [5]. The center of mass of the erstwhile star is replaced
by a “singularity” where the force of gravity is infinite. (One of
the main tasks of any quantum theory of gravity is to prevent the
formation of all the various types of singularities that occur in
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1 We use the standard nota-

classical general relativity.) The singularity is surrounded by a
surface called the event horizon, and the radius of the event horizon is called the Schwarzschild radius. The precise relationship
between the mass of the black hole (M) and its Schwarzschild
radius (rS ) is given by1

tion G for Newton’s gravitational constant and c for the
speed of light.
For more
about how many such formulae can be inferred from dimensional analysis, see Praveen
Pathak, Vinay Uppal and Vijay
A Singh, Exploring black hole
physics via dimensional analysis, Resonance, Vol.13, No.5,
pp.475–486, 2008.

Black holes are erstwhile
stars that exhausted their
nuclear fuel and had no
other sources of outward
pressure to prevent the
attractive force of gravity
from shrinking the
material of the star to
“nothing”.

rS =

2 GM
.
c2

(1)

An object with mass equal to the mass of the earth has Schwarzschild
radius equal to 9 mm. This also means that if we were to shrink
the earth to a radius smaller than 9 mm, it would become a black
hole. An object with mass equal to the mass of the sun has
Schwarzschild radius equal to 3 km.
In the region between the singularity and the event horizon, also
known as the “interior” of the black hole, the force of gravity is
very strong; it is so strong that even light, which is the fastest
anything can move, cannot escape this region. Referring to Figure 1, the thick red line is the event horizon, the thick blue line is
the singularity, the black region is the interior of the black hole.
The yellow cones are the forward lightcones, and every object
can only move within this forward lightcone. In the black interior
region, the forward lightcone is fully tipped towards the singularity, and thus everything, once it is in the interior region, must fall
towards the singularity; nothing can escape.
There is another drawing of the spacetime geometry in the presence of a black hole that conveys the same information but simplifies the structure of the lightcones, at the cost of severely distorting distances between points. This is called a Penrose diagram,
and it has the property that lightrays always trace out 45◦ lines.
The Penrose diagram of a spacetime that contains a star collapsing to form a black hole is shown in Figure 2. As in Figure 1, the
blue line is the singularity and the red line is the event horizon.
The black region is the interior of the black hole. The orange lines
are the surface of the collapsing star. The green line is a spacelike
surface, and represents a candidate constant time surface that is
smooth across the event horizon.
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2. Adding Quantum Mechanics to the Mix
Ultimately, every classical theory must be replaced by a quantum theory. Maxwell’s electrodynamics has been successfully elevated to quantum electrodynamics [6]. The same is true of the
force that binds together the atomic nucleus and the force that
causes beta decay: All three of these forces have a consistent
quantum mechanical description under the framework of Quantum Field Theory. The experimental culmination of this effort
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Figure 1. The structure of
space, time and lightcones
near and inside the horizon
of a black hole. Image
c Johan JarnesCredit:
tad/The Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences.
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Figure 2. The Penrose diagram of a star that collapses
to form a black hole. Only
the time and radial directions are shown. All lightrays travel at 45◦ angles.
See the main text for more
explanation.

was the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012.
An object with mass
equal to the mass of the
earth has Schwarzschild
radius equal to 9 mm.
This also means that if
we were to shrink the
earth to a radius smaller
than 9 mm, it would
become a black hole.

Upto unimportant
greybody factors, the
spectrum of Hawking
radiation is the same as
the blackbody spectrum.
This means that black
holes behave as a hot
body, but with a very
small temperature,
proportional to ~.
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The force of gravity is a painful exception, quantum gravity does
not fall into the framework of quantum field theory and a satisfactory quantum theory of gravity evades us to date. A quantum theory of gravity must kick in asqthe matter of a collapsing

≈ 10−35 m, and quanstar shrinks to length scales of order ~G
c3
tum effects must prevent the formation of the singularity. String
theory is the most promising candidate for a quantum theory of
gravity, and there exist certain scenarios in which string theory
prevents the formation of singularities. However, for singularities
that exist in the interior of black holes, the current knowledge in
string theory does not offer much insight.
At this point, the reader might complain that if quantum effects
in gravity are only important near the black hole singularity, they
might not be of any interest to observers who live and conduct
experiments outside black holes. However, Stephen Hawking
shocked the physics community when he announced his result in
1974 [7, 8] that quantum effects near the horizon of a black hole
cause the radius of the event horizon to continuously decrease and
eventually disappear. As we mentioned above, the horizon radius
of a black hole is of macroscopic size (9 mm for a black hole with
mass equal to the mass of the Earth, 3 km for a black hole with
mass equal to the mass of the Sun) and we completely understand
the laws of physics at the these macroscopic length scales. This is
why Hawking’s result is insensitive to the precise nature of the yet
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unknown theory of quantum gravity. It is robust and undoubtedly
correct.
Let’s describe Hawking’s result in more detail. Hawking worked
in an approximation where the gravitational field of a black hole
is treated classically, using general relativity, while, say, the photon and neutrino fields are treated quantum mechanically. This is
very much like in atomic physics, where one often treats the laser
light classically but treats the atoms quantum mechanically. The
gravitational field of a black hole acts as a time-dependent perturbation to the Hamiltonian of the quantum mechanical photon and
neutrino fields. In the presence of a time-dependent perturbation,
quantum systems get excited, even if they start out in their ground
states. This is the essence of the Hawking effect, and the excited
states of the photon and neutrino fields are nothing but the respective particles: photons and neutrinos. Thus, a black hole produces
particles due to quantum effects.
Furthermore, Hawking was able to calculate that, upto mild greybody factors, the spectrum of particles obtained is the same as the
blackbody spectrum. The only free parameter in the blackbody
spectrum is the temperature, and the temperature of the radiation emanating from a black hole (T H ) is simply related to the
Schwarzschild radius of the black hole (rS ) via

kB T H = ~ ·

c 1
·
.
rS 4π

Stephen Hawking
showed in 1974 that
quantum effects near the
horizon of a black hole
cause the radius of the
event horizon to
continuously decrease
and eventually disappear.
Hawking’s result is
insensitive to the precise
nature of the yet
unknown theory of
quantum gravity.

2 Note that the temperature is
inversely proportional to rS
while the entropy is proportional to rS2 . This is unusual.
For ordinary objects, the entropy increases as temperature

(2)

increases. This indeed poses a
major problem for black holes
in flat space, but there ex-

Note the multiplicative ~, this reflects the intrinsically quantum
nature of the Hawking temperature. For a solar mass black hole,
this corresponds to a temperature of 6 × 10−8 K, which is roughly
eight orders of magnitude smaller than the temperature of the cosmic microwave background.

ist black holes in negatively
curved ambient space whose
entropy increases with temperature.

Hawking’s result supports the view that black holes, when viewed
from the outside are like ordinary hot bodies2 that have a temperature given by equation (2). In fact, black holes also obey versions
of the laws of thermodynamics [9]. Perhaps most importantly,
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they also have a nonzero and finite entropy [10]
S BH = kB ·
Quantum gravity does
not fall into the
framework of quantum
field theory and a
satisfactory quantum
theory of gravity evades
us to date.

c3
1
· 4πrS2 ·
.
4
G~

(3)

Up to universal constants that are needed to match the dimensions, the entropy is equal to one-quarter of the area of the horizon. In fact, one of the major successes of string theory is to provide a counting of the states that accounts for this entropy [11].
Note that, in the classical limit ~ → 0, the entropy is infinite.
We must now address the very important question of why the
gravitational field of a black hole acts as a time-dependent perturbation to the Hamiltonian of the quantum mechanical photon
and neutrino fields. To define the Hamiltonian of a quantum system we need to first define a time function on the spacetime and
correspondingly, pick three-dimensional spatial slices, which are
nothing but the level sets of this time function. It is extremely
essential that the level sets be purely spatial. An example of such
a spatial slice is the green line shown in Figure 2. Looking at the
left panel of Figure 1, we see that the naive notions of space and
time get interchanged as we go from the outside of a black hole to
the inside. This is a hint that, in the presence of a black hole horizon, there is no possible choice of spatial slices that go smoothly
through the horizon and are such that time translations are a symmetry. The lack of a time-translation symmetry is equivalent to
saying that the Hamiltonian is time-dependent.

3. The Information Loss, or the Entropy Production Problem
No known law of physics
produces entropy, but
apparently the process of
black hole formation and
evaporation seems to do
so. This is the infamous
information loss
problem.
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Ok, let’s take stock. A star collapses to form a black hole, the
black hole emits a thermal gas of particles due to quantum effects, its horizon radius continuously shrinks, and the black hole,
the entire black region in Figure 1 eventually disappears. What is
the big deal? The point is that the final state seems to be just a gas
of particles at some temperature, and this gas of particles has a
nonzero entropy. The initial state, containing the star could very
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well have had zero entropy: We start the star out in some definite, known state. No known law of physics produces entropy,
but apparently the process of black hole formation and evaporation seems to do so [12]. This is the infamous information loss
problem.
It should be emphasized here that the second law of thermodynamics which says that entropy always increases is merely a statement about our ignorance of the precise state of a complex manyparticle system: We are much too feeble to keep track of anything
but coarse variables such as the temperature and pressure of a gas.
This is the sole reason why “entropy increases”. Strictly speaking, if we kept track of all the details of every single particle in our
huge system containing of order Avogadro’s number of particles,
entropy would stay zero if it starts at zero.

Up to universal constants
that are needed to match
the dimensions, the
entropy of a black hole is
equal to one-quarter of
the area of the horizon.
One of the major
successes of string
theory is to provide a
counting of the states
that accounts for this
entropy.

Thus, the production of entropy in the formation and evaporation of a black hole is a huge problem. The differential equations
that determine time-evolution in classical physics are reversible.
In quantum mechanics, the evolution of a wave-vector in Hilbert
space is defined by a unitary matrix, and this is also a reversible
evolution. Are black holes really an exception, and is entropy really produced, in a fundamental sense, when a black hole forms
and evaporates?

4. The Page Curve
We now need to introduce another crucial ingredient into the story:
The physics of entanglement [13]. A basic fact about quantum
mechanics is that the joint Hilbert space of two independent quantum systems contains states that are not factorizable into states
of the individual quantum systems. Such states are called entangled. The singlet state of two spin- 12 particles is the quintessential
example of an entangled state.
When two electrons are in an entangled state, the physics of both
electrons is described using a wave-vector, but the physics of either one of the two electrons cannot be described using a wavevector. The individual electrons must be described using a Den-
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A basic fact about
quantum mechanics is
that the joint Hilbert
space of two
independent quantum
systems contains states
that are not factorizable
into states of the
individual quantum
systems.
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sity Matrix. For a spin- 12 particle, the density matrix is a 2 × 2
matrix. In general, the density matrix is a square matrix with size
equal to the dimension of the Hilbert space (dim H) of the system. This density matrix is usually denoted by the Greek letter ρ,
and it is a Hermitian, positive-definite matrix with Tr(ρ) = 1. The
von-Neumann entropy of ρ is defined as
S (ρ) = −Tr(ρ log ρ) .

(4)

If the state of a quantum system can be described by a wavevector, we say that the state is pure. Pure states can also be described using a density matrix, but density matrices corresponding to pure states satisfy S (ρ) = 0. States that are not pure are
said to be mixed and have S (ρ) > 0. The largest value that S (ρ)
can take is log(dim H) and a state with S (ρ) = log(dim H) is said
to be maximally-mixed. The singlet state of two spin- 21 particles
is maximally mixed.
We can now restate Hawking’s paradox. Time evolution in quantum mechanics in unitary, and this implies that pure states stay
pure under time evolution. However, the process of formation and
evaporation of a black hole seems to turn pure states into mixed
states.

Time evolution in
quantum mechanics in
unitary, and this implies
that pure states stay pure
under time evolution.
However, the process of
formation and
evaporation of a black
hole seems to turn pure
states into mixed states.

In fact, things are much more drastic. If we split a quantum system into two parts A and B, and if the joint state of the system
AB is pure, then one can show that S (ρA ) = S (ρB ). This means
that entropy of a very large subsystem cannot be larger than the
entropy of the complementary, small subsystem. Don Page [14]
gave an argument that for a typical state in a large quantum system, say a system of N spin- 12 electrons, the entropy of a subsystem of k electrons grows approximately linearly as S (k) ≈ k,
when k < N/2. When k > N/2, our subsystem is more than half
the total system, and so the complementary system contains less
than N/2 electrons, and the entropy is then roughly equal to N −k.
This tent-shaped curve is now referred to as the Page curve, and
is sketched in Figure 3.
Now imagine a large black hole that forms and starts to evaporate. We will keep track of the entropy of the emitted radia-
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Entropy of Hawking radiation

Figure 3.

Hawking’s prediction

Halfway point, or
the Page time

100% evaporated

Time

tion as a function of time. Hawking’s calculations predict that
the entropy of the radiation should increase linearly, and this is
consistent with the initial, increasing phase of the Page curve.
This build up of entropy happens because the Hawking radiation
which is present outside the black hole becomes entangled with
the black hole itself. However, beyond the so-called Page time,
when the black hole has half-evaporated, the prediction from the
Page curve is that the entropy of the radiation should start to decrease, following the solid red line in Figure 3. Hawking’s calculations say the exact opposite: the entropy of the radiation outside
should keep increasing (the solid plus dashed blue curve in Figure
3) until the black hole has completely disappeared and we are left
with just the Hawking radiation outside. After the Page time, the
entropy of Hawking radiation as predicted from general relativity coupled to quantum fields differs, by an order-one fraction3 ,
from the answer expected from very general arguments in quantum mechanics. Note that the puzzle appears when the black hole
is still huge and the horizon radius is still macroscopic: a large
black hole that has shrunk to half its size still has a macroscopic
horizon.
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The entropy
of Hawking radiation as a
function of time. Hawking’s results naively predict
an entropy that would keep
increasing along the blue
curve (solid and dashed) until the black hole evaporates. This would be a violation of the basic postulate of quantum mechanics
which says that time evolution is unitary, and thus a
system with zero initial entropy should also have zero
final entropy. Don Page argued on the basis of general
arguments that the entropy
of Hawking radiation should
follow the tent-shaped curve
(solid blue, then solid red),
which is now known as the
Page curve. Beyond the
halfway evaporation stage,
Hawking’s predictions differ by order-one percentages
from the Page curve. The
red curve essentially follows
the area of the slowly shrinking black hole horizon.

3 A fractional error of order-one
means that the error is huge.
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5. Recent Developments

Building on years of
intuition and sharpening
of information theoretic
tools in AdS/CFT
holography, researchers
in 2019 computed the
entropy of Hawking
radiation using the
so-called Quantum
Extremal Surface (QES)
prescription. A novel
feature is introduced
compared to Hawking’s
calculation: the novelty
is the existence of a
hitherto unanticipated
QES which lies very
close to the slowly
receding black hole
horizon.

The tension between Hawking’s prediction and the expectations
from Page’s general arguments is dire enough that it has led people to conjecture that the space near the horizon of a black hole
is not “empty”, and that perhaps there is a “firewall” [15, 16] at
the horizon which cuts out the interior region, or perhaps that the
entire interior region of the black hole should be replaced by a
horizonless “fuzzball” [17]. See, for example, [18] for a recent
pedagogical review of these scenarios and the debate around the
black hole information puzzle in the last decade.
Research from last year offers a definite resolution of the above
entropy puzzle without resorting to either of these dramatic possibilities [19–21]. Building on years of intuition and sharpening of information theoretic tools in AdS/CFT holography [22,
23], these papers computed the entropy of Hawking radiation using the so-called Quantum Extremal Surface (QES) prescription
[24], using only the setup of general relativity coupled to quantum fields. However, a novel feature is introduced compared to
Hawking’s calculation. At a technical level, the novelty is the existence of a hitherto unanticipated QES which lies very close to
the slowly receding black hole horizon.
We will summarize a few key takeaways from this research, leaving the details to the review [21].

The entropy computed
using the novel QES is
almost equal to the
Bekenstein–Hawking
entropy, or area, of the
slowly evaporating black
hole. Thus it is naturally
decreasing and goes to
zero at the end of
evaporation. Thus the
final state of the
Hawking radiation is
pure.

42

1. The QES prescription [24] is a generalization of the notion of the
Ryu-Takayanagi prescription [25], which is a recipe for computing von Neumann entropies of subsystems of a holographic
quantum field theory.
2. The computations of [19, 20] are insensitive to details of the yet
unknown quantum theory of gravity. They only use the setup
of general relativity coupled to quantum fields, but the use of the
QES prescription to compute entropies introduces a novel feature
compared to Hawking’s calculations [7, 8, 12].
3. The QES prescription involves the minimization of a certain quantity, and the tent shape of the Page curve emerges because there
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Figure 4.

The late-time
Quantum Extremal Surface
is denoted by the thick blue
dot. Complicated operations
done on the Hawking radiation far away (blue rectangle on the right) can create a particle in the “island” region inside the black
hole (blue rectangle on the
left). See the main text
for more explanations, figure taken from [26].

are two extrema that exchange dominance at the halfway evaporation point. These two extrema correspond to the naive QES
(blue solid plus dashed line in Figure 3) and the new hitherto
unanticiapted QES (red solid plus dashed line in Figure 3).
4. The entropy computed using the novel QES is almost equal to the
Bekenstein–Hawking entropy, or area, of the slowly evaporating
black hole. Thus it is naturally decreasing and goes to zero at the
end of evaporation. Thus the final state of the Hawking radiation
is pure.

For a more pictorial description, let us refer to Figure 4, which
is taken from [26]. The figure depicts the Penrose diagram of
an evaporating black hole, and a constant time surface at late
times, ΣLate . The Hawking radiation lives in the blue region to
the right of the square bracket, drawn on ΣLate . The nontrivial
QES first discovered in [19, 20] is denoted by the thick blue dot.
The variables t, σ0 , y±e are coordinate labels and irrelevant to the
discussion here. The region to the left of the QES was dubbed the
“island” in [26], which we now discuss.
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6. Strict Locality vs Unitarity

Doing something
sufficiently complex to
the Hawking radiation
far away can create a
particle in the island
region in the interior of
the black hole.

One of the upshots of the existence of island regions is that faraway regions of space in the presence of gravity are not completely independent of each other. In the usual setup of quantum
field theory [6], operators are labeled by spacetime points and
the fact that signals cannot travel faster than the speed of light
is encoded in the fact that operators located on the same spatial
slice commute with each other, unless they happen to be at coincident points. One of the implications of the existence of island
regions is that this is no longer true when gravity is involved. Doing something sufficiently complex to the Hawking radiation far
away can create a particle in the island region in the interior of
the black hole [27–29]. This is true even for black holes in equilibrium with a thermal bath of radiation [30].
Of course, it has long been appreciated that a quantum theory
of gravity must have certain degree of nonlocality. In hindsight,
this is perhaps not a surprise: In a theory of quantum gravity,
the geometry of spacetime fluctuates, thus the mutual causal relationships of pairs of points in spacetime also fluctuate, and it is
impossible to say whether two given points are timelike or spacelike separated from each other. To put it differently, in a theory of
quantum gravity, unitarity is more sacrosanct than locality. However it is very hard to see violations of locality because experiments that detect violations of locality involve extremely complex
operations.
To summarize, recent research has produced a computation of
the von Neumann entropy of Hawking radiation that is consistent with information-preserving, unitary time evolution. Adding
quantum effects to gravity like Hawking did, while, crucially, at
the same time incorporating the QES prescription as a tool to
compute entropies, is enough to recover the Page curve.

7. Problems for the Future
The von Neumann entropy is only one number constructed out of
the huge matrix that encodes the final state of the Hawking radi-
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ation. No computation has actually determined the final state in
all its detail, it would be desirable to know as much as possible
about the final state. Also, the full implications of the nonlocality implied by the existence of islands remain to be worked out.
Another extremely important unanswered question is about the
ultimate fate of the singularity in a complete theory of quantum
gravity, and how it affects the precise state of the final Hawking
radiation. These questions are likely to occupy researchers for
years, likely decades, to come.

In a theory of quantum
gravity, the geometry of
spacetime fluctuates,
thus the mutual causal
relationships of pairs of
points in spacetime also
fluctuate, and it is
impossible to say
whether two given points
are timelike or spacelike separated from each
other.
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